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Executive Summary 

A scientific workshop evaluated the status of harbor porpoise populations in eastern North America, May 5-8, 
1992, at Northeast Fisheries Science Center in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Information was reviewed on population 
structure, reproductive rates, population size, levels of by-<:atch, and ecological relationships. The workshop favored 
a hypothesis of three populations in the area, identified as the Newfoundland, the St. Lawrence, and the Gulf of 
Maine-Bay of Fundy populations. The workshop did not reject, however, an alternative hypothesis of only one 
population in the entire region. No new information on reproductive and natural mortality rates were available, and 
the workshop relied on a previous discussion within the Scientific Committee of the International Whaling 
Commission as being the most complete summary of potential and likely rates of population increase. An approach 
to refining uncertainty about these rates was outlined. 

New data relative to population size were presented based on shipboard surveys in the Gulf of Maine and Bay 
of Fundy in August 1991. Estimates based on these data were reviewed and the workshop agreed that best estimates 
of abundance of porpoise in this area is approximately 45,000 (95 percent CI 19,000 to 80,000). No useful estimates 
of abundance for the other two populations exist. New data were presented on the levels of by-<:atch for some 
fisheries, including the u.s. Gulf of Maine sink giIlnet fishery and sink giIlnet fisheries in Newfoundland and the St. 
Lawrence River. Fisheries for which no data on by-<:atch levels were available were identified. The workshop agreed 
that the best estimates of by-<:atch by the U.S. Gulf of Maine sink gilinet fishery in 1990 and 1991 are approximately 
2,400 (95 percent Cl1,600 to 3,500) and 1,700 (95 percent CI 1,100 to 2,500), respectively. The workshop noted, 
however, that there is an unknown amount ofby-<:atch of porpoise from this population by other fisheries in the u.S. 
and Canada. Estimates of by-<:atch of harbor porpoise from the St. Lawrence population were reviewed, but 
confidence intervals were not estimated and potentially large biases were identified by the workshop. No useful 
estimate of total by-<:atch from the Newfoundland population was available. 

The workshop reviewed information on the ecological role of harbor porpoise throughout the region, and 
concluded that the species has been able to maintain itself as a functiOning element of its ecosystem. 

Theworkshop drew conclusions about the status of harbor porpoise populations ineastern NorthAmerica based 
on information of the known removals as measured relative to estimated population size, adequacy of regulatory 
structures, and the ecological role of the species. The by-<:atch by the U.S. Gulf of Maine sink gilInet fishery in 1990 
and 1991 was estimated to have been 5 percent (95 percent a 2.6 to 10.1 percent) and 4 percent (95 percent CI 1.8 
percent to 7.7 percent) of the estimated abundance, respectively. These rates did not account for by-<:atch in other 

-----------nsnerieilAAown tOEl.lharbOr porpoISe, anaarenfgh relative 10 !fierecommenaanons ofthe--screnlific COlIUIll.tree-ot--------

the International Whaling Commission. Regulatory structures existing in the two countries were identified that 
appear to have the potential for managing the by-<:atch of harbor porpoise, but workshop participants noted that at 
present these structures were insufficient in that specific controls of by-<:atch are currently not in place. The reported 
levels ofby-<:atchfrom both the Newfoundland and St. Lawrence populations could not be evaluated relative to likely 
population size, and the data on by-<:atch had several identified weaknesses. 

The workshop recommended that the level of by-<:atch of harbor porpoise from the Gulf of Maine and Bay of 
Fundy population be reduced, and that for the St. Lawrence and Newfoundland populations surveys of abundance 
be initiated and estimates of the by-<:atch be improved. Other research needs were identified. 
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ABSTRACT 

Information relative to the status of harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) in eastern North 
America was reviewed by U.S. and Canadian scientists from that region, with assistance from 
experts in cetacean population dynamics, population genetics, and abundance estimation from 
other areas. New data on molecular genetics, levels of by-catch, and abundance were reviewed, 
along with previously available information. A working hypothesis of three populations was 
adopted (Gulf of Maine-Bay of Fundy, St. Lawrence, and Newfoundiand), although an alternative 
hypothesis of one population was also considered consistent with the available data. By-catch 
estimates for the U.S. Gulf of Maine sink gilinet fishery were accepted (2,400, with 95% CI 1,600 
to 3,500 for 1990, and 1,700, with 95% CI ofl,lOO to 2,500 for 1991). Estimates for other fisheries 
were either not available or suffered potentially large uncertainties. An abundance estimate for 
the Gulf of Maine-Bay of Fundy population was accepted (45,000, with a 95% CI 19,000 to 80,000). 
Useful estimates of abundance for the other populations do not exist. 

For the Gulf of Maine-Bay of Fundy population, by-catch by the U.S. Gulf of Maine sink gilinet 
fishery constituted 5% of the estimated population size in 1990 (95% CI 2.6% to 10.1%) and 4% 
in 1991 (1.8% to 7.7%). These rates are high relative to the advice of the Scientific Commlttee of 
the International Whallng Commlsslon, especially given that there are unknown levels of by-catch 
from this population from other U.S. and Canadian fisheries. For the St. Lawrence and 
Newfoundland populations a similar evaluation of the likely biological significance of the by-catch 
cannot be made. It was recommended that by-catch from the Gulf of Maine-Bay of Fundy 
population be reduced, and that new data on by-catch and abundance be collected for the St. 
Lawrence and the Newfoundiand popUlations. 

INTRODUCTION 

Harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) occur 
In eastern North America from North Carolina 
north to Labrador. Extensive seasonal move
ments are known or suspected, at least in the 
southern portion of the range, and the degree of 
genetic separation over the entire range Is poorly 
known. Direct harvest of this species Is known to 
have occurred in the past. The species is taken 
as by-catch in fishing operations throughout this 
region. Other human activities may also have 
Indirect effects on the species. For example, the 
abundance of prey such as herring has fluctu
ated historically, in part due to fishing activities. 

Several SignIficant scientific studies of this 
species have been reported previously, especially 
in the Bay of Fundy and in the northern Gulf of 
Maine. The basic life history has been estab
lished, and the distribution and some seasonal 
changes in that distribution have been reported. 

Increasing concern about the status of this 
species in eastern North American has been 
reflected in Canada and the U.S. In Canada the 
species has been listed as a threatened species by 
the Committee on the Status of Endangered 
Wildlife In Canada (COSEWIC). In the U.S. the 
Marine Mammal Protection Act was amended In 
1988 to attempt to obtain Information on the by
catch of all marine mammals. Concerns about 

harbor porpoise In the Gulf of Maine have been 
expressed In a formal petition under the Endan
gered Species Act for classification as a threat
ened species (NMFS 1991). The Scientific Com
mittee of the International Whallng Commlssion 
conducted a general review of the status of this 
species In 1990 and 1991, where It was recom
mended that by-catch be reduced In the western 
North Atlantic. 

Beginnlng In the late 1980s, additional re
search on the biology and threats to this species 
was begun in many areas, Including the Black 
Sea, the North Sea, the eastern and western 
North Atlantic, and the eastern North Pacific. 
New results from research conducted on harbor 
porpoise in eastern North America have become 
avallable, and these have been sufficient to allow 
the status of the species in this region to be 
evaluated. To complete such a review, a work
shop was held May 5-8, 1992, at the Northeast 
Fisheries Science Center In Woods Hole, Massa
chusetts, U.S.A. 

The goals of the workshop were to (1) review 
avallable data and analyses relevant to determin
Ing the status of the harbor porpoise in eastern 
North America, and (2) Identify research needs 
for developing an improved understanding of 
status of the species In this region. The results 
are reported here, and represent the best judge
ment of scientists Involved (Appendix 1), based 
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on the scientific Information available at that 
time. Some 33 working papers were submitted to 
the workshop and are referred to In this report as 
WP II (Appendix 2). 

SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 

GULF OF MAINE/BAY OF FUNDY 

harbor porpoise (NIcolas, personal communica
tion). Thus, stranding data suggest that North 
Carolina represents the southern extent of the 
range and they may be confined to water less 
than 30 fathoms In this area. From November to 
April, by-catch Is recorded from shad and demer
sal fish fisheries off New Jersey and In Chesa
peake Bay. Read noted that there were winter 
takes, determined by stranded animals with net 
marks, In New Jersey, Delaware, Virginia, and 
North Carolina. Payne reported 6 animals were 

Greatest densities of harbor porpoise appear found stranded on Virginia beaches and 14 anI-
In the lower Bay of Fundy (around Grand Manan mals on New Jersey beaches In the spring of 1991 
Island) In mid-August. Stranding records and (some with indications of entanglement). North 
sighting data In the Gulf of Malne/Bay of Fundy Carolina has the second highest number of re-
suggest seasonal movements. Harbor porpoise corded strandlngs (after Massachusetts) with the 
arrive In the Bay of Fundy In July and are found largest number of animals stranding In March/ 
In small groups. Larger aggregations (20 to 40 April; these are episodic, with the cold winters of 
animals) appear In the lower Bay of Fundy In 1976/77 and 1986/87 having 88% of the total 
October and leave soon thereafter. Strandlngs in strandings. No strandings have been reported in 
these areas are rare in winter months, although this area since 1989 (D. Wiley, personal commu-
there are sporadic records. Gaskin (WP 28) nlcation, International Wildlife Coalition, 
reported anlmals caught In herring weirs In Falmouth, Massachusetts). Wiley also noted 
March, Kraus reported seeing animals In Decem- that there are Identification problems with har-
ber, and Wang suggested that Gaskin also had bor porpoise south of Cape Cod and so stranding 
January or February slghtlngs. These slghtlngs data may under-represent the true number of 
are of a few, scattered individuals and It was strandlngs. 
suggested that they may be juveniles. By-catch No strandlngs data exist for harbor porpoise 
Is recorded on Jeffreys Ledge In October/Novem- south of Cape Cod In summer months. No 
ber (WP 12) and some anJmals are taken further slghtlngs of harbor porpoise were made after 
east In area 515 (WP 12). AnImals have also been mld-June from whale watching vessels operating 
recorded on Jeffreys Ledge In January of 1991 In Massachusetts Bay (Kraus, et aL 1983). 
(WP 12). Late winter and early spring occur- Sightings south of 43°N In July and August are 
rences are reported In Cape Cod Bay and Massa- rare. This strongly suggests a seasonal north/ 
chusetts Bay; for example, In March 1991,alarge south movement of harbor porpoise along the 

________ ~1tgregatlon (l 00+) animals was see_n,,-,o,-f=-f_-,N,,,o,,,,rth,,,,,,,,e,,as,,,tern seaboard. 
Provincetown, MA IF. Wenzel, personal commu-
nication) and anJmals are currently (April 1992) 
reported In both areas (WP 12). Porpoise have 
also been seen south of Cape Cod. In January 
1991, a ship survey near Nantucket Shoals saw 
24 animals, and slghtlngs data from 1979-80 
Indicates the presence of animals In the Great 
South Channel In March/April (CeTAP 1982). 

Although no dedicated sighting efforts are 
made south of Cape Cod In winter months, 
stranding and by-catch data suggest strongly 
that animals migrate south of Cape Cod In the 
winter. During winter months there are strand
Ing records for harbor porpoise as far south as 
florida (WP 4). There are no records for South 
Carolina or Georgla and the two florida strandlngs 
are possibly outliers and hence not true indica
tors of the normal southern extent of the harbor 
porpoise's range. A January 1992 sighting sur
vey from Cape Hatteras to Miami from the 30 
fathom llne out to the Gulf Stream recorded no 

NOVA SCOTIA 

There Is a paucity of information concerning 
the distribution of harbor porpoise around east
ern Nova Scotia. AnImals have been recorded 
from the southern tip of Nova Scotia to Digby Gut 
(north of Yarmouth) In August, and on Brown's 
Bank In July, August, September and a few In 
October. An1mals have been recorded north of 
Halifax to Cape Breton Island In April and early 
May. B. Beck, Canadian Departroent of Flsherles 
and Oceans, as reported by Palka, has seen up to 
seven harbor porpoise caught In one mackerel set 
net and he has also seen large groups of harbor 
porpoise (10 to 50 animals) feeding on the mack
erel. Mackerel are known to move north along the 
coast of Nova Scotia to the tip of Cape Breton and 
Into the Gulf of St. Lawrence In May-June, and 
cetaceans are reported to follow the mackerel (M. 



Castanguay, personal communication to 
Kingsley). M. Kingsley reported his plan to travel 
to Cape Breton at the end of May to follow up on 
this information. B. Beck suggested that harbor 
porpoise are following the fish north along the 
coast of Nova Scotia as animals are caught In set 
nets along the central coast earlier than they are 
caught along the northern coast. He has also 
seen stranded harbor porpoise In January /Feb
ruary off Sable Island. 

There are only a few slghtlngs of harbor 
porpoise along the southeastern coast of Nova 
Scotia from Browns Bank to Halifax. It Is unclear 
whether this Is a true gap In their distribution or 
simply a result oflow sighting effort, no stranding 
Information and/ or low fishing effort In this area. 

NEWFOUNDLAND 

According to Gaskin (WP 28) harbor porpoise 
are distributed seasonally In the coastal shelf 
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There Is little quantitative Information on the 
population's distribution (Le. denSity) except 
during the summer In the Gulf of Maine. Gaps In 
our knowledge of harbor porpoise distribution 
Include southeastern Nova Scotia and portions of 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence. ThIs Is most commoniy 
a result of lack of sighting data, stranding infor
mation, and/ or observer effort In these areas. 
The distribution during winter months Is also not 
well documented. It Is unclear what route the 
Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy animals are 
taking as they move south In the fall and winter, 
although It appears that we cannot rule out an 
offshore route, perhaps down the Scotian shelf 
and out to the margin of Georges Bank. In 
Canadian waters It Is also unclear where Gulf of 
St. Lawrence and Newfoundland animals go dur
Ing winter months. 

POPULATION STRUCTURE 

waters of Labrador and Newfoundland. Stenson Based on coincident summer distribution 
(WP 34) reported winter and spring occurrence off patterns, Gaskin (1984) suggested that there 
the slopes of the Grand Banks past 1,000 m and were four, more or less, separate groups ofharbor 
on the shelf. There are also winter slghtlngs porpoise In the western North Atlantic, which he 
reported off northeast Newfoundiand (Uen, per- referred to as sub-populations. These were (1) 
sonal communication to Stenson). There are two western Greenland, (2) eastern Newfoundiand, 
summer reports from the Labrador Sea (WP 34) (3) Gulf of St. Lawrence, and (4) the Bay of Fundy, 
and summer records as far north as Baffin Island Gulf of Maine, and southwestern Scotian shelf. 
(70o NJ. Porpoise are also caught In May-August ThIs division was based on assumptions that 
(Wp 34) In Inshore waters off Newfoundland. porpoise were confined largely to continental 
There Is little information for the west coast of shelf areas, and hence were not able to regularly 
Newfoundland, although there are sporadic re- move between these areas. 
ports of animals being seen there. Results newly avallable from comparisons of 

----------------------------------------------ihe-mltocbond.ial genom~f-samples_e!'-harooF-------

GULF OF ST_ LAWRENCE 

We know little about the distribution and 
movement of harbor porpoise within the Gulf. In 
summer they are widely distributed at least as far 
upstream as the mouth of the Saguenay River, 
but distribution appears patchy. HIgher densi
ties are reported along the north shore (M. Kingsley 
reported that this Is confirmed by observations 
by R. Sears of 20 to 500 animals from June to 
October) and possibly along the east end of the 
Gaspe Peninsula. Ice starts to form In December, 
but porpoise can probably remain In the area for 
some time after this as the Ice cover Is seldom, 
complete particularly along the north shore. Uen 
(personal communication to Stenson) reports 
having seen harbor porpoise In pack Ice. How
ever, the Gulf Is probably unsuitable for harbor 
porpoise during (some) periods of each winter. 

porpoise from different areas were presented. 
One method, presented by Rosel (Wp 3), was the 
sequencing of a relatively rapidly mutating portion 
of the mitochondrial genome; the other, by Wang 
(Wp 2), was the analysis of restriction fragment 
length polymorphism (RFLPJ of the entire Inito-
chondrial genome. The samples for these studies 
Included animals In the eastern Pacific, the Black 
Sea, and the eastern north Atlantic, as well as the 
several putative populatlons In the western north 
Atlantic. Genetic distinctions at the oceanic level 
and between the two coasts of the same ocean, 
were In general clear, but neither method Indi-
cates genetic differences between the three groups 
of animals suggested by Gaskin. ThIs was true 
even for females, for which, under certain social 
structures (e.g. matrlarchally-drlven phllopatry 
as found In belugas, Helbig et at 1990), mtDNA 
analysis Is more apt to discriininate populations 
than It Is for males. More detalled mathematical 
analyses of the RFLP data are proposed, but the 
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Figure I. Hypothetical structure of some of the North Atlantic harbor porpoise population (Greenland Ignored). 
Ustng summer breeding tnformation. three subpopulations were proposed: (1) Newfoundland. (2) Gulf 
of St. Lawrence. (3) Gulf of Malne/Bay of Fundy. The arrows Indlcate a likely. though not the only. 
dlrection antmals trsvel from their respective breeding grounds to possible wintering grounds. 

prospects for different results are unclear. -lnter-
_________ £Stin~theJ~ELl)-analysls of the mitochondrial 

genome Indicated high genetic diversity In com
parison with other mammals, terrestrial as well 
as marine, probably indicating that populations 
are not, and have not recently been, depleted. 

It was noted that a very preliminary study 
using protein electrophoresis (Read, personal 
communication) failed to differentiate Phocoena 
phocoena from P. splnnipents. Although L. 
Andersen (wp 26) was noted to have reported 
preliminary electrophoresis results Indicating 
protein differences between Greeri1and and St. 
Lawrence popUlations, the workshop did not 
know of any subsequent confirmation of this 
report. 

Genetic information obtained thus far does 
not support that the three hypothesized popula
tions are reproductively Isolated. However, the 
Inability to detect genetic differences among these 
groups to date does not rule out the possibility 
that they are, In fact, distinct populations. Re
cent separation or very low levels of mixing would 

hamper attempts to detect genetic differences. 
Future stUdies employing larger sample sizes for 
the three eastern North American populations ror -------------
MtDNA studies (WP 3) and other molecular tech-
niques, Including random amplified polymorphic 
DNAs (RAFO) and characterization of the major 
histocompatibility complex, may reveal genetic 
differences among these populations. 

The observation was made that distinctions 
demonstrated by genetic analyses would cer
tainly justify definition of management stocks, 
but that In general, groups could be suffiCiently 
distinct to justifymanagement as separate stocks, 
even though there exists high enough rates of 
exchange to eliminate genetic differences. 

On the basis of recent Information that ani
mals In the three areas breed stmultaneously, the 
workshop suggested that Gaskin's proposed popu
lation structure be used as a working hypothesis. 
It Is unknown, however, If animals from the three 
groups mix at other times of the year. One 
possible pattern of movement of antmals In these 
three areas Is shown In Figure 1. 
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FUTURE RESEARCH • Stable Isotopes of nitrogen and carbon 
The workshop suggested that the analysis 

Research that might be undertaken to test of stable Isotope ratio In tissues that have 
the population hypothesis adopted Includes: low rates of turnover. such as teeth. would 

Indicate diet over long periods. This would 

• Differences In the readablllty of teeth be a potential Indicator of long-term differ-
The workshop suggested attempting to ences In migratory patterns. although It 
quantify the recently reported observation was noted that interpretation may be a 
of systematic differences In the readability possible problem. 

of teeth from animals In the hypothesized 
Molecular genetics data three stocks. • 
The workshop suggested that other meth-

• Pollutant concentration and ratio Infor- ods of analysis of genetic data. for example 
matton Slattln and Maddison (1990) and Nelgel. et 
The workshop noted that contaminant com- al. (1991). may be useful for estimating 
parlsons of both organochlorines and heavy migration rates or dispersal distances from 
metals are under way at the University of birthing site to breeding site. Other mo-
Guelph. and that analyses of polycyclic lecular genetic measurements that may 

aromatics and other hydrocarbons have prove useful Include the major hlstocom-
begun at the Northwest Atlantic Fishery patibllity complex In nuclear DNA and poly-
Center In St. Johns. Newfoundland. merase chaln reaction randomly amplified 

polymorphlc DNA techniques. 

• Skull morphometric analyses 
Although this approach has been tried • Determine winter grounds 
(yurick and Gaskin 1987) and did not pro- One possibility Is that the animals winter In 
duce any clear diSCrimination because Intra- separate grounds, for example the regions 
population Variability was hlgh. It may be from Jeffreys Ledge to Cape Hatteras for the 
worth trying agaIn with larger sample sizes Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy population. 
and using new image procesSlngtechn!ques. the northern part of the east coast of the 

Nova Scotia shelf and Sable Island for the 

• Parasite load. community composition. St. Lawrence population. and the shelfbreak 
and genetics of Grand Banks for the NewfoundIand popu-
The workshop suggested that these ap- lation (FIgure 1). Suggestions for testing the 
proaches may be useful. and noted that hypothesis of such dIscrete wintering groups 
some data are being collected In Canada. Included winter dIstribution surveys, par-

ticularly on the Scotian shelf. A winter 

• Tagging (January/February) survey would be pre- -----------

The workshop noted that conventional tag- dlcted to show porpoise (from the St. 

g1ng was unlikely to be successful, as the Lawrence group) present In the northerly 
low recovery rate would mean that many part of the Scotian shelf, and a possible gap 
tags would have to be applied, and It would In the dIstribution somewhere In the south-

be expensive to apply large numbers of em part of the shelf. In connection partlcu-

recovery tags In the wintering areas, even If larlywlth the management problem oflden-

the tag retention problem was to be solved. tifying whlch sununertng group or groups 
Satellite tagging Is more promising, par- are being Impacted by winter by-catches In 
ticularly now that satellite tags are small the southern Gulf of Malne, such a result 
enough to be carried by harbor porpoise. might support the hypothesis that the St. 

However, problems of capturtng animals at Lawrence and Newfoundland summer 

sea and retention of tags must be overcome. groups were unaffected. It was noted that 
before condUcting such a survey, winter by-

• Timing of reproduction catch and survey sighting data should be 

The workshop suggested that more precise sought out and assembled to form the best 

Information on reproductive timing and possible picture of winter dIstribution. 

length of the seasons of parturition and 
In connection with this, It was noted that a breeding In each summertng area would be • 

useful. deSCription of the average seasonal move-
ments of the 8° to 10'C surface tempera-
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ture band of water may be useful as a 
possible Indicator of suitable habitat. fur
ther, a description of the amount and distri
bution of fishing effort and harbor porpoise 
by-catch (Including zero by-catch) In ground
fish gill-net fisheries, and other fisheries 
using gear known to take harbor porpoise 
when present, would be valuable In improv
Ing our understanding of seasonal move
ments and population structure. 

VITAL RATES 

poise population, partly because Barlow and 
Boveng (1991) and Woodiey and Read (1991) 
reported being unable to produce models with 
age-Independent survival probabilities and ob
served maximum lifespans that would permit 
positive population growth. In addition, models 
that lump age classes cannot examine the effects 
of age-specific mortallty factors. However, the 
determination of the Input parameters, In par
ticular age-specific mortallties, were Identified as 
major uncertainties that should be determined 
more precisely with further research. 

The workshop expressed concern about rely
Ing on point estimates of potential rates of In-

Vital rates (Le., rates of survival, reproduc- crease, without an indication of the ranges of 
tion, development,growth, etc.) are the basis on uncertainty associated with those estimates. A 
which demographic models are constructed. The procedure for quantifying the uncertainty assocl-
vital rates working group began by noting that ated with the intrinsic growth rate (or any other 
there are no data available that would permit the demographic parameter) was outlined. It would 
estimation of the actual rate of increase of any begin with estimates of the parameters (e.g., age-
specific harbor porpoise population.' Instead, specific survival and reproduction) for a given 
the discussion focused on the estimation of po- model structure, with ranges of uncertainty as-
tenttal rates of Increase, ways to estimate these soclated with each parameter. A Monte Carlo 
rates, and factors Influencing them. Potential estimation procedure, selecting parameters ran-
rates of Increase of harbor porpoise populations domly from these ranges (using uniform distrlbu-
have been estimated by Barlow and Boveng (1991) tions In the absence of more detailed informa-
and Woodley and Read (1991, WP 6), and their tion), would yield a distribution of values of the 
results used by the !WC (wp 25). While their population growth rate. Recentlydevelopedmeth
analyses differ In some details, they use slmllar ods of sensitivity analysis (Caswell 1989b, , Brault 
methods and reach simIlar conclusions. and Caswell 1992) would then be used to decom-

The first step was to compare model struc- pose the variance In the estimated growth rate 
tures. A useful framework for discussing analy- Into components arising from variance In each of 
ses of this sort Is provided by matrix population the parameters, thus pinpointing the most Impor-
models and the corresponding llfe cycle graphs tant parameters. improving the accuracy of esti-
(Caswell 1989a). This framework eliminates the mating those parameters would be a high re-

------.dtiiflf!llt'clttltles aSSOClated-with-eheeslng--a-een-eetlO-----"se"'arc~~;;h~P:;;rI;;;O~rI;;ty~. ,;;-;;;;:=,-;;-===~===--c 
characteristic equation for discrete llfe tables, Demographic models require estimates oC----------
pennits easy comparison of various model struc- reproductive rates and survival rates. The work-
tures (see later discussion), has a well-developed shop concluded that pregnancy rates and age at 
sensitivity analYSis, and can be extended to matUrity are well-estimated from observations 
Include stochastic environmental effects on specimens captured In commercial fisheries 
(Tuljapurkar 1990). (Read 1990, WP 33). Pregnancy rates are not 

Four alternative models were examined: (I) a equivalent to reproductive rates, since they Ig-
complete age-structured matrix model Including nore fetal loss rates and (In a birth-pulse popu-
yearly age classes; (2) an aggregated model In- lation with a pre-breeding census) first-year 
cluding a single adult stage with assumed age- mortallty rates, but they provide an upper bound 
Independent mortallty; (3) a matrix model that on reproductive rates, which Is suitable for esti-
partitioned the population Into two classes: juve- mating potential rates of Increase. 
niles and adults; (4) a matrix model that part!- Survival rates, In contrast, are essentially 
tioned the population Into three classes: juve- unknown in harbor porpoise. The methods for 
niles, active adult breeders, and Inactive adult estimating such rates require either longitudinal 
breeders. studies of identified individuals (impossible for 

The complete age-structured model (model harbor porpoise) or unbiased estimates of the age 
(1); see Woodley and Read 1991) was considered distribution with assumptions about stability 
to be most appllcable to the assessment of direct and stationarity of the population. Age distrlbu
human-induced mortallty on the harbor por- tion estimates from by-catch or stranding data 

appear to be biased toward younger animals (Wp 

1 Data on reproduct1on are fairly good. but data on sun1.val are nonexistent 



25). Thus, although the shape of the age-specific 
survivorship cuxve Is crucial to developing demo
graphic models, In this case It will have to be 
Inferred from very fragmentary Information. 

Barlow and Boveng (1991) and Woodiey and 
Read (1991) used the method of model life tables 
as a solution to this problem. ThIs approach 
replaces the unknown survivorship function of 
the species In question with an appropriately re
scaled function from some more well studied 
species (or population). The species Involved 
need not be taxonomically similar (Barlow and 
Boveng used monkeys, humans and fur seals; 
Woodley and Read used the Himalayan thar), but 
should have similar life histories. Alternatively, 
model life tables can be constructed from math
ematical parameterlzatlons of the survivorship 
function (e.g .. Siler 1979, Coale and Demeny 
1966). 

Given an obsexved maximum lifespan (esti
mates range from 12 to 15 years), there are a set 
of survivorship functions ranging from an age
Independent (exponential) form (rejected as bio
logically implausible on the basis of Barlow and 
Boveng's and Woodiey and Read's results) to a 
rectangular form In which all individuals live to 
the maximum age and then die. The procedure 
for estimating a plausible range of rates of in
crease requires a way to sample CUIves falling 
Into a "reasonable" range of this space. Two 
approaches were suggested. 

The first approach (analog approach) would 
estimate the shape of the survival cuxve by 
comparison with appropriate data from other 
mammalian populations. The second approach 

-------------------Untexpolation-approachj woukLllse another life 
history parameter, such as life expectancy at 
birth, to provide a point between known values of 
the survival cuxve at age 0 and at the presumed 
maximum age for interpolation. 

The workshop concluded that the two ap
proaches would be complementary, and key fea
tures were Identified for both. The analog ap
proach requires an appropriate chOice of specles. 
Several ad hac criteria were suggested for select
Ing data: the species should be an annual breeder 
with a small litter size (Ideally, a species that does 
not twin) and the proportion of the lifetime spent 
as a reproductively active Individual should be 
similar. The interpolation approach will be most 
useful If the ancillary demographic parameter Is 
estimable from the limited age distribution data 
on the harbor porpoise (keeping In mind the 
problems with age structure stationarity and 
stability). However, the two primary sources of 
age distribution data, by-catch and stranding 
records, were conSidered to be potentially biased 
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due to age-specific selectivity associated with 
each. Nouetheless, the workshop concluded that 
the pursuit of both theoretical approaches would 
be most informative. 

As mentioned earlier, the workshop felt that 
data on age-specific maturation. pregnancy rates 
and longevity were well-determined, although 
further research on the validity of age-determIna
t�on methods would be desirable. Several other 
Issues as appropriate for inclUsion In future 
research were Identified. 

• Population spatial structure may have im
portant effects on potential population growth 
rate. Uncertainty associated with the popu
lation structure was expected to be addressed 
by the workshop on stock structure; 
metapopulatlon models (Gilpin and Hanskl 
1991) may be appropriate depending on what 
Is learned about the extent of subdivision of 
the population. 

• Demographic analyses should not be limited 
to consideration of population growth rate. 
The utility of other Indices, Including particu
larly sensitivity and elasticity coefficients, 
should be examined. These coefficients would 
give information on the Impact of (human
Induced and other) perturbations of the life 
cycle, and may be less affected than esti
mates of growth rate by uncertainties In the 
data. 

• Analyses should be extended to Include sto
chastic models for effects of environmental 
Y3.I"iat.lQ~CI!.!lJapurkar 1990). It Is known In 
general that environmental variability can 
have Important effects on the perSistence of 
populations; It Is completely unknown 
whether the harbor porpoise life history Is 
sensitive to these effects or not. Because 
recently weaned yearlings make up a high 
proportion of stranded animals, and because 
stranding frequencies vary from year to year, 
It was suggested that Inter-annual variability 
In yearling survival may be an Important 
source of stochastic variability. 

• Models should eventually be extended to 
Incorporate (possibly age-specific) mortali
ties due to by-catch and other human inter
vention. In addition to by-catch, the possible 
effects of a reduction In the densities of 
harbor porpoise predators (sharks) due to 
fishing pressure, and possible changes In 
food supply due to exploitation of herring, 
capeUn and mackerel (see Ecological Rela-
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tlonships working group report) was dis
cussed. 

In summary. the vital rates for the harbor 
porpoise are largely unknown and there is little 
prospect of obtaining good estimates of actual 
rates of population increase in the foreseeable 
future. The workshop was unable to provide any 
new estimates of these rates. There are. however. 
good possibilities to use the available data to 
estimate potenttal population growth rates and to 
quantify the extent of uncertainty in those esti
mates. This would be a step beyond the results 
of the !We (wp 20). which remain the best 
summary of these calculations to data. but which 
were based on point estimates of potential rates 
of increase. Research to achieve these objectives 
would be relatively inexpensive. and could con
tribute to the assessment of the Impact of by
catch and other sources of mortality. 

POPULATION SIZES 

Estimates of harbor porpoise abundance are 
available for the Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy; 
no estimates are available for other regions of the 
Northwest Atlantic. The most comprehensive 
survey of the Gulf ofMame and Bay of Fundy was 
conducted by NMFS in July and August 1991 (wp 
16); the working group reviewed the design and 
data analysis of this survey in detail. 

SURVEY DESIGN 

FIELD METHODS 

On the maln survey vessel. two independent 
teams of four observers were used to obtain an 
estimate of g(O). the probability of detecting a 
porpoise group surfacing on the trackline (Wp 
22). The four-person observer teams rotated 
through three observer pOSitions and a rest sta
tion. Each team searched the entire area ahead 
and to the side of the vessel. Each observer 
recorded his/her own data. which may have 
resulted in a small number of missed slghtings. 
particularly in the high density stratum. Some 
group members also expressed concern over the 
demanding observation schedule and consequent 
potential for observer fatigue. Observers were 
trained in distance estimation techniques at the 
beginning of the survey and at Irregular intervals 
thereafter. The group noted the potential for 
introducing bias In abundance estimation If bias 
exists In distance estimation. and encouraged 
the development and use of more objective meth
ods of estimating distance. 

LINE TRANSECT ANALYSES 

Une transect methods were used to estimate 
harbor porpoise density. The group reviewed In 
detail the various components of this methodol-
ogy. paying particular attention to the possible 
introduction of bias and potential means of re
ducing the magnitude of variance associated 
with the density point estimate. Sighting rates 
decreased markedly from Beaufort sea state 1 to 

------------------~-----2_(WP_191. The consequences ef thls-effeet-<>nt----
The NMFS survey (wp 16) covered the known 

summer range of harbor porpoises in the Gulf of 
Malne and Bay of Fundy. The area was divided 
into three strata on the basis of previous knowl
edge of porpoise density (high. intermediate and 
low porpoise density areas) and an additional 
inshore area in which the main survey vessel was 
unable to navigate. This Inshore area was sur
veyed by a smaller vessel during the same time 
period (wp 17). The high. Intermediate. and low 
density strata were further divided into blocks. 
each of which could be covered during a single 
survey day. Blocks were selected at random for 
each day. with the constraint that the vessel 
could travel to that block from Its poSition on the 
previous day during the night. Within each 
block. each day's survey starting point was se
lected at random and the pattern of survey 
tracklines was selected to avoid follOwing pos
sible environmental gradients. 

abundance estimation were investigated in two 
ways: by using a bivariate line transect model and 
by stratification by sea state. Neither technique 
demonstrated an appreciable effect of sea state on 
estimates of abundance. Surprisingly. glven the 
magnitude of the effect of Beaufort sea state on 
porpoise sighting rates. this effect was not signtll-
cant when included as a covariate in variety of line 
transect models. Members of the working group 
expressed concern that the bivariate detection 
functions used in covariate analysis might be 
inappropriate for assessing the effectof a nonlinear. 
ranked variable. such as sea state. on sighting 
detection. Further exploration of the effect of 
sighting conditions on abundance estimation is 
warranted. If. as might be expected. a larger 
number of animals are missed by observers when 
conditions are poor. stratification by sea state in 
estimating g(O) (discussed below) should be ex
plored as a means of eliminating potential bias 
and reducing variance. 
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The working group stressed that In estimat- percentile method, which may be biased (Efron 
Ing the probability of detecting a porpoise group 1982). Group members recommended using a 
surfacing on the trackline, g(O) , It Is useful to bootstrap estimate with a larger number of rep-
think In terms of two classes of porpoise groups: etltlons (1,000) to define confidence limits. The 
1) groups that surface and are available to be resampllng unit used In bootstrap calculations 
seen and 2) groups that never surface within the was survey day. Because of the extremely low 
sighting range of observers. It was emphasized number of days In some strats, other sampling 
that methods used during last year's survey (WP units (e.g. legs or transects) should be used. The 
22) only address the first of these. Given the dive majority of the variance associated with the point 
times of harbor porpoise (Read and Gaskin 1985) estimate was caused by variation In encounter 
and the survey speeds used, some groups could rate, and the group discussed several possible 
remaln submerged during the entire period that stratification schemes that might be used to 
they were potentially visible to the observers. reduce this variation, that should be Investl-

Estimation of g(O) required determination of gated. The analyses may have overestimated this 
the number of duplicate slghtings made by two component of variance because bootstrap repll-
observer teams searching Independently (WP22)? cates are treated as If they were true replicates 
The use of two observer teams allowed abun- when In fact they are not (Buckland, et aL, In 
dance to be estimated In four ways. The estimate press). The procedures for correctly estimating 
derived from the "direct" method was slightly sampling variation discussed In that paper should 
lower than the corresponding three estimates be Incorporated In future analyses of the 1991 
from the "product Integral" method (Butterworth survey data. However, considerable spatial varla-
and Borchers 1988), although the difference was tlon In encounter rate Is a common and unavold-
not statistically significant. The working group able phenomenon In harbor porpoise surveys, 
felt that the estimate of g(O) from the direct and a high variance can be expected. 
method, apprOximately 0.70 (CV 10.5%), Is supe- Individual observer performance was not as-
rior to the other methods. Further work Is sessed directly In the analysis of survey resulta, 
required to objectively estimate the probability of although observers were divided between the two 
correctly determining duplicates, rather than teams on the basis of prior survey experience and 
using subjective matching and weighting tech- a preliminary assessment of individual sighting 
nlques. An alternative and simpler approach Is rates. The group encouraged quantitative analy-
to estimate g(O) using only definite duplicate sis of the effect of observer heterogeneity In 
slghtlngs and to compare this result with the sighting rate and distance estimation (both among 
estimate produced using both definite and all individUals and within particular observers over 
possible duplicate slghtings. time) on abundance estimation. 

SIgnificant bias can be Introduced Into den- It was pOinted out that estimates of the 

______ -;s~lty3:::e:iStim=:ia~te=s':ilf~animi:::=al~s~re~a;_c~ti.to~ai_,';s~u ... rv~e2y~v~e~s~se~l~~p~aram~;-;;e~t~e~r;;s;o;o;f;--the sighting process were qUite 
(Polacheck and Thorpe 1990, WP 21). There was slrnllar among the geographic stiafiiffiat were 
no Indication from the distribution of perpendicu- used. Due to the slrnllarlty of parameter estl-
lar sighting distances that harbor porpoises were mates across strata, It might be possible to pool 
avoiding the survey vessel. The distributions of these data to achieve a more parsimonious result 
observed swimming directions Indicated that that would reduce the variance associated with 
harbor porpoise were reacting to the vessel prior the point estimate. 
to being seen (WP 20). However, It was not The current analysis (WP 23) assumes that 
possible to conclude that this Introduced a bias. detection Is not tnftuenced by group size. Palka 
Attempts to detect reaction of porpoises to the described the results of tests to determine (I) If 
approaching vessel by monitoring animal move- large groups of harbor porpoise are more likely to 
ments with 25 power binoculars were Inconclu- be seen at a distance, or (II) Ifvariance associated 
slve. The group concluded that, given aVallable with estimation of group size changes with dis-
data, It was impossible to assess the effect of tance. Tests of these assumptions should be 
animal movement In reaction to the vessel on reported. Simple methods, such as the ellmina-
abundance estimates. tlon of group size estimates collected at long 

The confidence limit around the abundance distances from estimation of mean values, may 
estimate was calculated In two ways: the lognor- assist In elirnlnating potential bias. Alternative 
mal and bootstrap methods. The lognormal Is definitions of a porpoise group were discussed 
easier to calculate and serves as a useful com- and should be further explored prior to future 
parison to the bootstrap estimates using the surveys. 

:1 DupUcate slghtings were those groups of porpoises that were seen by both teams. 
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RELATIVE INSHORE DENSITY 

As mentioned earlier. the density in Inshore 
bay waters of Maine could not be surveyed with 
the prlmaryvessel due to its deep draft; therefore. 
relative density was estimated In this area. and In 
a 5 nml offshore strip using a smaller vessel. The 
results of this survey made by the secondary 
research vessel Indicated no significant differ
ences In either encounter rate or group size 
between the Inshore stratum and the adjacent 
offshore waters of the Intermediate density stra
tum (wp 17). It was noted that the lack of 
Significance could be due to a lack of statistical 
power rather than a lack of difference. The group 
suggested that. rather than assuming the actual 
density In the Inshore area Is exactiy equal to that 
of the Intermediate stratum. a better approach 
would be to use the measured ratio of porpoises 
seen In the two areas to estimate the density In 
the Inshore area. The effect ofland masses on the 
probability of detection was ralsed as a possible 
problem In the Inshore area. where Islands and 
the mainland shoreline often encroach Into the 
effective survey strip. 

The workshop agreed that the Gulf of Malne 
and Bay of Fundy survey provided reliable den
sity estimates using the best available survey 
techniques. The abundance estL'1late produced 
from this survey. 45.000 (95% CI: 19.000 to 
80.000). Is unlikely to change substantially with 
further analysis. However. It was noted that this 
estimate is likely to be biased. and that most 
Identified sources of potential bias would result 
in It being an underestimate of porpoise abun-

defining the llmlts of the summer harbor porpoise 
distribution along the eastern shore of Nova 
Scotia and the coast of southern MaIne. The use 
of experienced observers was encouraged. as was 
Incorporation of rotation schedules that reduced 
the potential for observer fatigue. The group 
concluded that. If the use of binoculars In high 
density areas was Impractical. they should not be 
used In any stratum to avoid the inclusion of a 
potentially confounding observer effect. 
There Is a need to estimate the fraction of harbor 
porpoise missed by ship surveys due to the 
porpoise being submerged. Possible approaches 
to this problem Include: 1) measuring dive times 
of porpoise and constructing a mathematical 
model of the probability that a diving porpoise on 
a trackllne would surface within the sighting 
range of a vessel moving at 10 kts; 2) developing 
acoustic methods (sonar) for detecting submerged 
porpoise as the survey vessel Is passing; and 3) 
measuring the actual fraction of all porpoise 
missed by tracking porpoise groups from a cliff or 
from a helicopter as the survey vessel passes by. 

TRENDS IN ABUNDANCE 

There Is little quantitative Information re
lated to trends In abundance of North Atlantic 
harbor porpoise. There Is no available Informa
tion on trends In abundance or by-catch from the 
St. Lawrence and Newfoundland stocks. There 
are six sources of Information pertaining to trends 
In abundance of the Gulf of Maine stock. reported 
In WP8 and WP28. One problem with all of these 

--------.dan~c~e __ ----______________ __ __ ________ ~studiEts_QLtrends Is that the tlming. magnitude. 

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 

The planned replication of the 1991 ship 
survey In 1992 Is recommended strongly. The 
group made several recommendations regarding 
future harbor porpoise surveys. and particularly 
the survey planned for the summer of 1992. 
Survey results from 1991 should be used to fine 
tune the delineation of density strata. The new 
survey design should Incorporate Information on 
the effects of any environmental variable. such as 
depth. that can be shown to Influence porpoise 
distribution. Into'the stratlfication scheme. The 
group agreed that disproportionate allocation of 
survey effort Into high density areas might be 
useful to reduce the variance estimate. The 
group also agreed that. given limited resources. 
a repeat of the survey of Inshore waters was 
unnecessary. Effort should be directed In better 

and spatial distribution of the peak abundance 
changes between years. This makes It very 
difficult to detect trends In abundance over time. 
Methods to analyze "noiSY· data are needed. The 
general conclusion made by the committee was 
that. at the present time. there Is no useful 
Information on trends In abundance of harbor 
porpoise In the Northwest Atlantic. 

Previous abundance estimates are not com
parable because of differences In survey area. 
field methods. and analytical techniques. Thus. 
although the recent estimate is considerably 
larger than previous estimates. It Is not possible 
to draw Inferences regarding temporal trends In 
abundance. 

The workshop noted that there Is a need to 
begin a program of monitoring harbor porpoise 
abundance through time. Continued ship sur
veys could be used for this. but would be expen
sive. A less expensive alternative would be to 
establish a program based on detecting changes 



in relative abundance. For example, Barlow de
scribed the monitoring program based on aerial 
surveys in central Callfornia. Using this rela
tively Inexpensive method, It Is expected to re
qUire 10 years to detect a 5 to 10% annual change 
(Forney, et aI. 1991). In the Gulf of Maine and Bay 
of Fundy, sighting conditions and harbor por
poise densities are different from those In central 
CalIfornia. Several options for design of such 
surveys, and in determining their optimal fre
quency need to be considered. 

ECOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS 

PREY 
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not well known. Stomachs from animals caught 
in the Gdf of Maine during the winter are avail
able for examination. Suggestions were also 
made to examine the posSibility of food limita
tions during the winter season when energetic 
stress may be greater. 

The abundance of herring appears to be 
increasing. The distribution of herring in the Gulf 
of Malne and Bay of Fundy region appears to 
have changed as well. Assessment information 
supports these observations. Radio-tracking 
data (Read and Gaskin 1985) indicate that har
bor porpOise forage primarily during daylight 
hours when herring (and hake) gather In dense 
schools In deep water. Harbor porpoise are 
Inactive at night. During this period, their prey 
species are near the surface but in diffuse aggre
gations. Substantially more information about 

Significant changes in some life history pa- harbor porpoise prey species, such as dally and 
rameters (female age of sexual maturity, juvenile seasonal distribution, density, and abundance is 

needed. growth) of Bay of Fundy harbor porpoise were 
observed between the sampling years of 1969- The harbor porpoise is the smallest cold-
1973 and 1981-1986 (Read and Gaskin 1988). water cetacean species and Is capable of repro
Since these changes occurred over a fairly short ducing annually; these traits are energetically 
time period (about 13 years) and appeared after expensive and may dictate that the porpoise 
the beginning of the Bay of Fundy gillnet fishery follow their prey (WP 7). Some evidence exists to 
for groundfish, It was suggested that these support this view. Payne noted that herring and 
changes might be a response to a change in porpoise concentrations have increased in the 
abundance of harbor porpoise caused by this Inshore waters of the Gulf of Maine. The herring 
fishery. These authors also suggested an alter- stock of Nantucket Shoals has Increased and so 
nate hypothesis that changes in harbor porpoise have the numbers of porpoise In this region. Platt 
life history refiect changes in the abundance, and Nettieship (1977) observed that the highest 
distribution or energy density of their major prey level of porpoise by-catch in eastern Newfound-
species. land coincides with the greatest concentrations 

Atlantic herring (C/upea harengus) Is the pri- of capelin. 
- -----------rrrnYv-rnn _uf __ ~~Th~e~e~ffi~e~c~ts~oLfa~r~ec~e~n~t~in~cre~a~s~e~in~th~e~n~um~~b~e~r __ ___ mary prey-spedes for POt poise hI the-Bay of 

Fundy during the summer, with some hnportant of shad (Alosa sapidisslmD) and "river herring" (A. 
contributions from silver hake (Merlucc/us pseudDharengus and A. aesttvalis) due to river 
bilinearis) and Atlantic cod (Gadus rrwrhua) restorations need to be examined since recent by-
(Recchia and Read 1989). In the Gulf of St. catches in shad-targeting gillnets have been re-
Lawrence, capelln (Mallotus lJillosus) Is the pri- ported. The stomach contents of these porpoise 
mary species found in the stomachs of porpoise, need to be examined to determine the hnportance 
as reported by Kingsley. Capelin appear to of this food resource recently reported In the 
comprise at least part of the Newfoundland por- porpoise diet. 
poise diet, reported to the groups by Stenson. 
The stomach contents of animals collected from 
g111net by-catch may not be representative, since 
Smith and Gaskin (1974), using a different col
lection method, found that mackerel was an 
hnportant prey species to at least some of the Bay 
of Fundy porpoise. 

The energetics involved in capturing other 
prey species such as hake may help in under
standing the movement and reproductive behav
Ior of porpoise. The diet composition of porpoise 
during the winter (or during transition periods 
between summering and wintering grounds) Is 

PREDATORS 

Due to their small size, harbor porpoise may 
be affected by a number oflarge predators (WP 7). 
Harbor porpoise remains have been found In 
stomachs of several white sharks (Carcharodon 
carcharlas) collected from the Bay of Fundy (Arnold 
1972). Other large predatory sharks such as the 
mako aSW1JS oxyrinchus) and tiger, (Galeocerdo 
CUIJIeri) are known to overlap In distribution with 
harbor porpoise, although no reports of harbor 
porpoise predation by these species exis t. Smaller 
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sharks may be responsible for some harbor por
poise mortality. since seal pups on Sable Island 
were observed to experience sizable losses due to 
attacks by small sharks (Brodie and Beck. 1983). 

Sightings of killer whales in the Northwest 
Atlantic are infrequent but Uen. et aL (in press) 
suggested that small numbers of killer whales 
may be regular visitors to the northeastern Gulf 
of St. Lawrence. KilIer whales have not been 
reported to prey upon harbor porpoise In these 
waters but the potential cannot be discounted 
since killer whales are known to attack other 
cetaceans In these regions (Sergeant and Fisher 
1957) and attacks on harbor porpoise have been 
photo-documented In the NortheastPaclflc (Leath
erwood. et aL 1982). 

The abundance of predators In these areas is 
not well known. There are several regional 
commercial fisheries (e.g. swordfish gllinets. 
swordfish longline. sink glllnets, herring weirs. 
etc.) that have a by-catch of sharks. In addition. 
there is a sport fishery that targets large sharks 
(mako. white. tiger. etc.). The effects of these 
removals on the abundance of sharks are un
clear. but it is likely that the abundance of some 
predators has declined. Our current understand
ing of the relationships between harbor porpoise 
and their predators is limited. 

Lawrence (Fontaine. et al. In press). In 1989 and 
1990 mall su:veys were conducted In the Quebec 
region (northern Gulf. western Gulf and St. 
Lawrence estuary). SuIVey forms were mailed to 
all 'fixed gear' permit holders. each permit holder 
being asked to report the number of porpoise 
caught In the previous fishing season. The total 
catch was estimated by scaling the reported 
catch by the proportion of permit holders who 
responded. Peak catches were found to occur 
during July and August. which are also the 
months of greatest fishing effort. More than 90% 
of the catches occurred In groundfish gllInets, 
while a small amount occurred In pelagic glUnets. 
Eastern Gaspe. Honguedo Channel, and the Lower 
North Shore were Identlfled as areas of relatively 
high catch. The results of these surveys are 
shown In Table 2. 

In 1991 a similar questionnaire was sent to 
permit holders In the southern and eastern Gulf 
of St. Lawrence. OwIng to the large number of 
permit holders. questionnaires were sent to a 
systematically chosen subsample of one-third of 
the holders. Of 3.855 permit holders listed. 
1.285 questionnaires were sent and 264 were 
returned. Of this number. 60 to 65 porpoise were 
reported to have been caught. Based on this 
catch. 876 to 949 porpoise were estimated to 
have been caught In this region. A telephone 
follow-up study is currently underway. 

Combining the estimates for 1988 in the 
Quebec Region and 1990 for the Gulf Region 

The workshop reviewed data available on results In a minimum reported catch of 663 
incidental catches of harbor porpoise In the porpoise per year and an estimate of total Inci-

DIRECT HUMAN- INDUCED 
MORTALITY 

northwest Atlantic. North Carolina to Labrador. dental take of -2.700. However. it was noted that 
----------"I'hlHeviewwas-mte-llded-to-ident.lfy--the-fisherles--~~ es~at~_is~\lble~!~ non-response bias 

involved. and the availability of data on incidental (which may De farge); errors m: remembrance. or 
catches for each. In addition. the workshop misreporting. The direction of any potential bias 
reviewed current esthnatesof Incidental catches In the estimates of the catch rate is unknown. 
from different regions and discussed the poten-
tial errors In these estimates. Finally. the work
shop provided suggestions for future research to 
improve monitoring and analysis of fishery in
duced mortality. 

Table 1 lists the fisheries that have the poten
tial to take porpoise from North Carolina to 
Labrador. along with a synopsis of available data. 
The workshop noted that although harbor por
poise are known to be a by-catch in many of these 
fisheries. no by-catches have been reported for 
some. Known by-catches are associated prima
rily with gill net fisheries. 

GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE 

KIngsley provided a review of the data avall
able on incidental catches In the Gulf of St. 

NEWFOUNDLAND 

Stenson (wp 31) provided a review of current 
esthnates of Incidental catches In Newfoundland. 
In 1990, a telephone survey was undertaken to 
estimate the catch rate of porpoise during 1989. 
A total of 235 fishermen (heads or former heads 
of fishermen committees), located In separate 
villages, were Interviewed. An additIonal 115 
could not be contacted even after repeated at
tempts. Information on gear types used, fishing 
effort, and total by-catch was requested. Due to 
potential errors In species identifications, all 
small cetaceans were grouped. Antmals identi
fied as 'porpoise' or 'harbor porpoise' accounted 
for the majority of the small cetaceans identlfled. 
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Table I. Summary of information aVailable on fisheries using gear known to kill harbor porpoise In U.S. and 
Canada In eastern North America. Including general area. fishing gear. specUlc region (U.S. 
statistical areas where appropriate). by-catch level. source of information. years for which data are 
aVailable. and U.S. category under the Marine Manunal Protection Act relating to expected severity 
of by-catch of marine manunals (I greatest III least) 

Area Gear Gear Region Level Source Data Cat 
Ava11able 

Gulf of Maine sink g111net 511-515 ,0 workshop 1989-92 I 
1984-85 

surface g111net 511-515 ~O Gilbert & Wynne. 1984-86 I 

1987 Gilbert 1987 
stop seine 511-514 -10 NMFS (1992) III 

Georges Bank sink gIllnet 521-522 -0 workshop 1989-92 I 

Nantucket Shoals 

Northeastern U.S. trawl -0 workshop 1989-92 III 
driftnet offshore -0 NMFS (1992) 1989-92 I 

pair trawl unk II 
purse seine unk III 

S. New England sink g111net 537-539 -f0 workshop 1992 I 
shad g111net 612-614 -10 NMFS (1992) II 

Mid-Atlantic Bight pelagic trawl -0 Waring et aL (1992) 1986-92 I 
. 

NC to NY coastal g1llnet ,0 NMFS (1992) II 

Bay of Fundy sink gIllnet -f0 workshop 1986-91 
herring weir eastern -/0 Read (pers. comm.) 
herring weir western -/0 workshop 1969-91 

herring purse unk 
seine 

------------- ----------------- - - ----------------- ----------- ------------ --

trawl unk 

Scotian Shelf glllnet unk 

Nova Scotia mackerel eastern ~O Beck (pers. comm.) 

Gulf of st. Lawrence g111net -/0 workshop 1988-91 
trawl unk 

Newfoundland sink g111net Inshore -f0 workshop 1989-92 
sink g111net offshore -0 workshop 1989-92 

1988-92 

sahnon nets ~O workshop 1989-91 

traps ~O workshop 1989 

trawl ~O workshop 1988-92 

purse seine -0 Uen et aL (In press) 1989 
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Table 2. Results of maii surveys of harbor porpoise 
by-catch conducted In the Quebec Region of 
the Gulf of st. Lawrence 

Year 

1988 
1989 

No. of 
Surveys 
Mailed 

968 
731 

No. of 
Surveys 

Returned 

316 
135 

Reported Total 
catch Estimated 

catch 

623 
326 

1908 
1765 

Table 3. Estimated catch of small cetaceans In 
Newfoundland during 1989 

Gear Type No. of 
Ftshennen 

Groundfish glilnet 190 
Salmon glilnet 74 
Lumpfish glilnet 109 
Codtrap 135 
Trawl 91 

catch % 
per Fishermen 

nsherman catching 
(SD) 1+ 

0.91 [3.57) 
0.27 [0.89) 
0.05 [0.40) 
0.01 (0.08) 
0.01 [0.10) 

16 
11 
3 
1 
1 

BAY OF FUNDY AND EASTERN NOVA 
SCOTIA 

The majority of catches occurred In groundflsh 
gllInets [fable 3). Small cetaceans were also 
caught in salmongillnets, occasionally In lumpfish 
gllInets, and rarely in cod traps and trawls. No 
by-catch was reported for capelin traps or seines. Monitoring ofinc!dental catches in sinkgillnet 
The majority of respondents reported no by-catch fisheries along the New Brunswick side of the Bay 
although a few caughtlarge numbers (up to 30). of Fundy has been carried out since 1986 (wp 7, 
High levels of catches were reported in the Fogol WP 28). In recent years, however, estimates have 
Twllllngate, Fortune and St. Mary's Bay areas. not been obtained due to the lack of cooperation 

Uen. et aL (In press) identified some of the among fishermen. Estimatesoflncldentalcatches 
potential sources of error associated with these from gllInetshave ranged from 94 to 116 for 
estimates of by-catch. The frequency of reported 1986, to 130 for 1989. In addition to gllInet 
catches were not randomly distributed; catches catches In New Brunswick, weir fisheries, and 
greater than five were clustered. Also, Significant surface gllInets In the U.S. and Canadian waters 
differences were found in the reported catch rates may take an additional 50 an!mals (wp 7). The 
among interviewers; larger landings and Inclden- frequency of catches by individual fishermen was 
tal catch rates were reported to interviewers with highly skewed. A likely rn!n!mum estimate of by-
previous fisheries experience. The reason for this catch In this region Is approximately 150 por-

____________________ Qi"'s Is unknown. poise per year. 
Af.;iIow~l.l.p-int;~~;;-studyiLien-;-etQL-iii------No-<Iata-were-ava!lable-on-the-eatch-rates-of--------

press) found that a number of the respondents porpoise In gilInets fished In southwest Nova 
changed their estimates In a random direction. Scotia. It was noted that this fishery Is primarily 
The degree change was proportional to the Initial directed towards hake, and occurs In deeper 
by-catch reported. water than along the New Brunswick side. 

Although an estimate of total catch could be No information Is avallable about incidental 
made by scaling these catch rates using the total catches of porpoise In fisheries carried out along 
number of licensed fishermen, this estimate was eastern Nova Scotia. An anecdotal report of 
considered to be of no practical value due to the incidental catches In the April Cape Breton mack-
potential sources of error observed In the data erel fishery was noted. 
the selection of respondents, and uncertalntie~ 
in the number of active (vs. licensed) fishermen. 

Since 1988, fisheries observers placed on 
offshore boats have been requested to report all 
by-catch of marine mammals. Only 1 porpoise 
was reported caught In 27,000 observed sets 
made by the otter trawl fleet In 1988. A small 
gilInet fleet also operates In the same area. No 
porpoise were reported In the 304 observed sets 
made in 1988; data collected since 1988 have not 
been analyzed. 

GULF OF MAINE 

Estimates oflnc!dental catches in slnkglllnets 
in the Gulf of Malne are summarized In WP 12. 
The Northeast Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC) 
Sea Sampling (SS) Program has collected data on 
fishing activity and marine marnmallnteractions 
since June 1989 using trained observers aboard 
selected fishing vessels. These data are used to 
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Figure 2. Location of 1991 slnkglllnet trips recorded In the welghout (WO) with boundaries of the statistical 
areas used In recording data on fishing activity and catches. 
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estimate the catch rate of porpoise which can be 
expressed In terms of catch-per-trip or catch
per-totai-landlngs. The total number of ob
server-sea days are allocated proportionally (by 
month and statistical area, Figure 2) based on 
total vessel days absent, as estimated by the 
NEFSC port agents and recorded In the NEFSC 
welghout (WO) data illes. Plior to June 1991, 
observer coverage was approximately 1% of the 
total effort In statistical areas 521 and lower. 
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Since that date, coverage has been Increased to 
10% of the total estimated effort, 

NEFSC plans the number of trips to be sampled 
by area and time. Selection of the actual observ
ers and vessels Is done by a contractor to meet the 
time and area requirements. Two factors make 
the selection of vessels nonrandom. The first Is 
that not all vessels are considered for selection. 
Vessels are considered only If they are large 
enough to accommodate an observer, can provide 

66 
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sufficient work space, and meet minimum safety total porpoise by-catch In the region. Therefore, 
requirements. It was noted that 70 to 80% of the two indirect measures were used; number of 
fleet met these criteria. If true, this suggests the trips and total landings. Total number of trips 
bias may be small due to this component of and landings for the entire fleet were obtalned 
nonrandomness; there was uncertainty, however, from the NEFSC welghout data flies. In this 
about the basis for and valldity of these figures. program, port agents collect Information on land
Secondly, the selection of vessels In the eligible Ings and fishing activity from sales receipts andl 
pool Is not random because of factors including or interviews with the fishermen. Neither mea
the working relationship between the contractor sure of fishing activity Is a complete census (WP 
and the skipper. This could Introduce bias In the 12 addendum). although total landings were 
estimates of the average porpoise by-catch rate, considered to be more accurate than number of 
but the direction of any potential bias has not been trips (Anonymous, 1992). The workshop noted 
estimated to date. It was also noted that no vessel that total Incidental take based on by-catch per 
has been known to refuse an observer, although trip and Its associated variance would be under
It was not clear what would constitute an actual estimated if the number of trips was underestl
refusal, or if some consideration of acceptance Is mated. The estimate based on total landings 
made prior to approaching a vessel. The question would be an underestimate if the landings are 
of a bias In selection occurring due to a higher underestimated In the weigh-out (WO) data, but 
probability of refusal for vessels fishing In certain Its variance would not be affected. If the trips are 
areas (e.g. no room available on offshore boats) estimated as suggested here, then the variance of 
was raised. Blsack noted that of 136 vessels the estimate based on total landings would be 
selected, 21 were used between 10 and 19 times underestimated since trips enters Into the varI
while 35 were used between 5 and 10 trips. The ance formula. 
remaining 80 were selected for 5 trips or fewer. The total by-catch estimated by both meth-

The workshop felt that the apparent tendency ods may be Incorrectly estimated (and the precl
to select certain vessels should be Investigated sion underestimated) if misallocation of catch to 
further to determine If It Introduces any bias In gear occurs (WP 12). There Is anecdotal evidence 
the SS data, although It recognized that the small of a switch from glilnets to longllnes, which do not 
sample size may make this difficult to do at this catch porpoise. However, It Is unknown if this 
time. Some variables that need to be examined In switch was correctly Identlfled In the WO data. 
the future Include seasonallty of fiShing, port, The workshop suggested that the SS observers be 
size of vessel, amount of gear used, location of requested to provide more detalled Information 
fishing, and total landings. on the observed trip and that any gear changes be 

The Gulf of Maine (GOM) study area was tracked In the WO database to see if they are 
defined as Statistical Areas 511-515. Although Identified. 

______ dat.LW'enLaYl!JJ~hle_ior __ th'LQeor~'! Bank_ ~<! ________ Ih-" __ es_tiIn_at,,cI __ t~tal_l:ly-catch varied depend-
Nantucket Shoals glilnet fishery (Statistical Ar- Ing upon the esthnator used-(TabIe-4):-denerauy;- ----------------
eas 512-522), these were excluded since no by- estimates based on landings were similar or 
catches have been observed there. The SS data greater than those based on trips. One exception 
was stratlfled Into two areas (statistical areas 511 occurred but It was noted that this was based on 
and 512 (N. GOM) versus areas 513, 514, and a small sample size of observed trips (n-2). The 
515 (S. GOM)) and three time strata (January- majority of by-catch occurred In the southern 
May, June-August, September-December). The strata, primarily In the fall and winter. By-catch 
stratlflcation scheme was chosen In an attempt occurred In the summer and fall strata In north
to account for assumed migratory patterns of em areas. 
porpoise. Further stratlflcation Into speclflc sta- Assuming WO catch rates slmilar to those 
tistical areas was not done due to the low sam- observed In the SS data, the total number of trips 
pllng frequency In some areas and the potential that would have been required to obtain the 
of misreporting trips among areas. The posslbll- observed WO landings was estimated. lf the 
Ity of including data for trips made In area 521, landings data are correct, this suggests the mag-
which Is not Included In the analysis, to 514 was n1tude of the number of trips that may have been 
raised. The workshop also suggested that the missed (WP 12). In addition, trips that occurred 
sensitivity of the results to misreporting and In the SS data were tracked In the WO data. For 
changes In stratlflcation be examined. those trips that could be tracked, there was some 

No direct measures of effective fiShing effort evidence of bias In the visual estimates of land
were aVailable (Gilbert and Wynne, 1987) which Ings recorded by the observer. The workshop 
could be used as expansion factors to estimate noted that errors In estimating landings by the 
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Table 4. Estlmated by-catch of harbor porpoise byyear. season. and area strata using two methods: that based 
on recorded number of fisWng trips. and that based on recorded number of landings. with standard 
deviations of the estimates (ThIs table taken from WP12. Table 5) 

Trips Landings 
N. Gulf of Maine S. Gulf of Maine N. Gulf of Maine S. Gulf of Maine 

jk SD it SD jk SD jk SD 

1989 Summer1 0 0 0 
Fall' 0 0 372 

1990 Winter' 0 0 495 
Summer 0 0 0 
Fall 217 216.0 748 

1991 Winter 0 0 748 
Summer 57 28.3 18 
Fall 39 20.9 281 

Summer (June-August) , Fall (September-December) , Wtnter(January-May) 

observers would affect the estimated by-catch 
and that the extent of tWs potential source of 
error should be detennlned. 

The Impact of a change tn the species compo
sition of reported catch should also be explored. 
For example, Bisack reported that landtngs of 
dogfish (Squalus acanthais) occurred ma1nly in 
areas with low rates of by-catch. 

The total estimated by-catch for the complete 
year are available (1990 and 1991) are shown tn 
Table 5. The estimate for 1990 is based on 1% 
observer coverage, while the 1991 estimate is 

0 
170.1 
217.0 

0 
298.2 
294.0 

16.7 
55.6 

Table 5. 

1991 
1990 

o 
o 
o 
o 

87 
o 

65 
48 

o 
o 
o 
o 

399.6 
o 

27.9 
21.9 

o 
337 

1264 
o 

1045 
1201 

19 
339 

o 
174.2 
158.8 

o 
347.1 
331.0 

16.6 
60.9 

Estimated by -catch of harbor porpoise by 
the U.S. Gulf of Maine sink gillnet fishery In 
1990 and 1991. using two methods 

Landings Trips 

I[ SD K SD 

1672 339 1142 302 
2396 467 1460 427 

based on 1 % coverage for the first 5 months and tors was discussed. The workshop felt that more 
~~mm~~m-To% coverage for tne~~tg:st~'i~months;~-~-~~--~-------~--~--complexmodelsfol'estlmat!ngby-eateh .. houldbe~-~~------------~ 

The workshop agreed that the best estimate 
of by-catch would be obtained based on a more 
direct measure of effective effort. However, tn the 
absence of such data, it must rely upon an 
tndlrect measure. Because of the known errors 
tn estimates of the number of trips and the likely 
greater accuracy of the totallandtngs data It was 
concluded that, although there are a number of 
potential uncertainties associated with it, esti
mates based on landtngs were the best estimates 
of total by-catch. Summing the estimates for 
each strata tn Table 4, for 1990 and 1991 these 
are approximately 2,400 (95% CI 1,600 to 3,500) 
and 1,700 (95% CI 1,100 to 2,500), respectively, 
using a lognormal assumption for computing the 
confidence tntervals. Because the variances of 
the estimates are underestimated, as discussed 
earlier, these confidence intervals likely 
underrepresent the true uncertainty. 

The possibility ofustng other nonratio estima-

explored, but noted that the sparse data set 
available for catches may preclude their use at 
tWs time. However, it should be attempted once 
additional data are available based on 10% ob
server coverage. 

SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND 

By-catch of harbor porpoise does occur tn the 
Southern New England stnk g1ltnet fishery. How
ever, observer coverage of tWs fieet only started 
in April 1992 and therefore, tnsufficlent data are 
available to estimate the total extent of tWs by
catch. The workshop noted that stnce the tech
nlques used are sim1lar to those used tn the Gulf 
of Maine, ail of the potential sources of uncer
talnty Identified previously may apply to South
ern New England. 
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FUTURE RESEARCH 

The workshop noted a number of areas where 
future work Is required for a better understand
Ing of Incldental catches. These Include: 

• Improve estimates of by-catch In the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence. Newfoundland. and south
west Bay of Fundy. 

• Develop estimates of by-catch for fisheries 
that have not been examined. particularly 
southwest and eastern Nova Scotia and south 
of Cape Cod. 

• Conduct sensitivity analysis of the Gulf of 
Maine estimates to Identified areas of uncer
tainty. e.g. observer sampling schemes. the 
placement of observers on vessels. the re
peated use of vessels. the allocation of ob
servers based on the previous years WO 
data. mlsreportlng or Incorrect allocation of 
catch and/ or effort. specles composition of 
the catch. and the stratification schemes 
adopted. 

• Relate porpoise by-catch to fishing effort and 
Indirect measures of effort such as number 
of trips or landL'lgs. including quantifylng 
the variance Introduced by using indirect 
measures of effective effort. 

cept for a few Isolated areas (e.g. Bale Comeau 
and the mouth of the SaguenayRlver). Although 
St. Lawrence beluga whales have shown unusu
ally high concentrations of contaminants. this 
was not reflected In other species of cetaceans 
(including harbor porpoise). Several reasons 
were given for these observations; most dealing 
with contaminant dynamics through the trophic 
levels. 

Coastal pollution was not considered to be a 
significant problem In Newfoundland. One area 
of Interest Is Placentia Bay Is In southeastern 
Newfoundland. a site of a major oU refinery. It Is 
near to areas of high summer concentration of 
harbor porpoise (Hellou. et aL 1990). Analyses of 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PARs) In har
bor porpoise are In progress by Newfoundland 
researcher,s. 

Harbor porpoise have a high level of lipid In 
thelrblubber, therefore. this tissuemayaccumu
late high concentrations of certain lipophlllc con
taminants such as organochlorines (OCs). Al
though OCs are present In blubber of Bay of 
Fundy harbor porpoise. no pathological effects 
have been observed. 

It Is Important to study the dynamiCS of OC 
transfer from prey species to porpoise and from 
mothers to calves during lactation since calves 
have been observed to carry high concentrations 
of OCs. Comparisons between stranded animals 
and Incldentally caught animals may provide 
some insights Into possible causes of mortality. 

• Conduct Improved analysiS of Incldental Suppression of reproductive or Immune systems 
catches on finer spatial scales (e.g. area by by contaminants need to be examined. 
area) to Identify heterogeneity. including Analyses of levels of organochlorines and 

___________ developlngmethods_ofobtafnfngbetteLd~ __ l:leavy_metals In porpoise collected from the Bay 
on fishing location. ofFUnay,-GUIIOm-ame;-GullOfSt-:tawrerrce-arrc:t-------------

Newfoundland are being conducted by A. Westgate 

• Estimate the potential rate ofloss of harbor 
porpoise from sink glllnet as they are re
trieved. 

• investigate the extent of underreportlng In 
the WO of both trips and landings. and the 
numbers of undertonnage vessels. 

• Develop means of projecting by-catch under 
changes In the fishery. 

INDIRECT HUMAN EFFECTS 

POLLUTION 

The Gulf and estuaries. In general. do not 
appear to show high levels of contaminants ex-

and D. Johnson. respectively (University of 
Guelph). Caution must be taken when compar
Ing historical data with present data since the 
sensitivity of current measurement technology Is 
much greater. Brodle suggested measuring lev
els of the mlx function oxidase (MFO) enzyme for 
signs of toxic shock. 

PHYSICAL HABITAT REDUCTION 

The Increased number of salmon aquacul
ture operations In the sheltered bays and coves In 
the southwest Bay of Fundy has colnclded with 
the observed dlsappearance of harbor porpoise 
from these areas (Gaskin and Watson 1985). 
Dredging operations and the use of explosives In 
Boston Harbor may affect the behavior of harbor 
porpoise. The greatest problem may be vessel 
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Table 6. Infonnatlon avallable for possible criteria relative to the status of harbor porpoise In three putative 
populations In northeastern North America. YES Indicates that sufficient Infonnatlon Is aVailable. NO 
indicates that insufficient Infonnation exists. and NO* indicates that sufficient lnfonnatlon may exist. 
but that further evaluation would be required. 

Criteria Population Hypothesis I 

Newfoundlsnd Gulf of Bay of FundYI 
St. Lawrence Gulf of Maine 

Abundance relative to previous abundance No No No 
Trophic Interactions No' No' No' 
Removals Yes Yes Yes 
Population trends No No No' 
Change In vital rates No No Yes 
Disease and predation No No No 
Habitat changes (not including prey and sink gUlnets) No No No 
Economic and social factors No' No' No' 
Adequacy of regulatory structure Yes Yes Yes 
SpecIes precedents Yes Yes Yes 
Ecosystem role Yes Yes Yes 

traffic, since the number of boats In the Gulf of Canada, applied by the Committee on the Status 
Maine has Increased dramatically and harbor of Endangered Wildlife In Canada (COSEWIC) In 
porpoise have been observed to avoid boats (WP assigning a "threatened" status to harbor por-
20). The small sheltered bays In the Gulf ofMalne poise (WP 28); and those used In the United 
where calving or nursing may occur are probably States, specified under the Marine Mammal Pro-
experiencing similar Increases In boat traffic. tectlon Act, the Endangered Species Act, and the 
The difference between vessel avoidance behav- Fisheries Conservation and Management Act (Wp 
lor and area avoidance by harbor porpoise, due to 1). The workshop reviewed the legal bases for 
boat traffic, was noted. Also, the amount of time management In the two countries, and assembled 
spent avoiding boats Is Important, since foraging a list of criteria under both U.S. and Canadian 
time may be reduced. Small, high-speed vessels laws to determine which criteria could be ad-
are possibly of greater concern than larger ves- dressed with information reviewed during the 

____________________ ,,~l§'_ eX<;l'2U!1_§ltuatl-"!!,,_,,,h~1"I!JllI"ge_~oIIIIIlercl:lL __ \\"()rltsJ101'_j'I'~llie ~)"- Those criteria for which 
ships may physically displace animals from small sufficlent lnformatloI). was-Judgiia-tobe-iivallaole 
sheltered areas. (Indicated byYes)will be dlscussedfurther. Those 

In Puget Sound, It has been speculated that criteria for which Insufficlentlnformatlon Is avall-
the observed decrease In porpoise numbers was able (Indicated by No) are not discussed further. 
due, In part, to Increased vessel traffic. Con- However, the workshop noted that information 
versely, several areas In Callfornla (Monterey exists relative to some of these latter criteria, and 
Bay, San Francisco Bay, etc.) experience high recommended that such Information be evalu-
boat traffic but still maintain high concentrations ated relative to the status of harbor porpoise. 
of harbor porpoise. It Is Important to note that Those are Indicated by No'. 
these are also highly productive areas. Even These criteria are evaluated for each of the 
though porpoise may inhabit these high traffic three putative populations under the preferred 
areas, It can not be concluded that porpoise are population structure hypothesIs. The workshop 
not affected by the traffic. If highly productive noted, however, that the alternate hypothesis of 
areas are llmlted, avoidance of these areas may one population In northeastern North America 
not be possible. could not be rejected (see the section on popUla-

STATUS OF POPULATIONS 

The status of populations can be considered 
under different criteria, including those used In 

tion structure, page 3). Because of tbls, the 
workshop cautioned that any interpretation of the 
avallable Information would be substantially more 
difficult under that hypothesis, and the conclu
s�ons would possibly be different. 
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REMOVALS 

The work8hop concluded that the current 
best estimates for the by-catch of harbor por
poise by sink gillnets In U.S. waters of the Gulf of 
Maine are approximately 2,400 In 1990 and 
1,700 In 1991. There are a large number of 
caveats pertaining to these estimates and their 
estimated variances, discussed In the section on 
direct human Induced mortality, page 12. The 
best available estimates of the size of the popula
tion In 1991 In the Gulf of Maine and Bay of 
Fundy, based on a summer survey, Is approxi
mately 45,000 anlmais, with caveats described In 
the section on population sizes, page 8. A com
plete abundance survey was not carried out In 
1990, and the 1991 population estimate Is cur
rently the best estimate of the population size In 
1990 as well. 

The ratio of the estimate of U.S. Gulf of Maine 

CHANGES IN VITAL RATES 

Changes In vital rates of harbor porpoise from 
the Bay of Fundy have been documented by 
comparing samples obtained over a 15-year time 
period. The most notable changes were a reduc
tion In the mean age of sexual maturation of 
females and an Increase In the growth rate of 
juveniles. These changes are consistent with at 
least two alternative hypotheses: (1) that the 
porpoise population was reduced by incidental 
catches or other factors, leading to an Increase In 
percapitnfood consumption; and (2) that changes 
In prey biomass led to an Increase In per capitn 
food consumption, regardless of the trajectory of 
the porpoise population. 

There Is no information on changes In vital 
rates of harbor porpoise from other areas of 
northeastern North America. 

ADEQUACY OF REGULATORY 
STRUCTURE 

by-catch to the estimate of population size are 
estimates of the annuai mortality rates due to the 
U.S. Gulf of Maine sink gllInet fishery. These 
rates are approximately 0.05 In 1990 and 0.04 In 
1991. Given the estimated variances of these 
quantities, the 95% confidence Intervais (based In the U.S., the MMPA under Its current 
on a lognormal assumption) are 0.026 to 0.109 In marine mammai exemption program, combined 
1990, and 0.018 to 0.077 In 1991. with the Endangered Species Act requirements, 

The workshop noted that these rates are only provides a full range of regulatory mechanisms 
for the U.S. Gulf of Maine sink gilInet fishery. that may adequately protect most marine mam-
Estimates are needed for other fisheries Impact- mais In the U.S. However, given our current 
Ing this population (see section on direct human understanding of the level of by-catch In the Gulf 
Induced mortality, especlaily Table 4). However, of Maine sink gllInet fishery, there is some con-
It was noted that this component of the human cern that the present regulations do not contain 
Impact may be greater than the recommenda- an upper limit to by-catch, and may be inad-

-------tIon!>-made-by-the-SeIenilllc-€ommlUee--of-the----eguate. 
Internatlonai Whaling Commission of a maxl- The Committee on the Status of Endangered 
mum mortality rate for harbor porpoise (see Wp Wildilfe In Canada has assigned a threatened 
25). The analyses recommended In the discus- status to the harbor porpoise In eastern Canada. 
sion of vital rates (page 6 ) for estimating potential WhIle such designations have no direct leglsla
rates of Increase would Improve the accuracy of tlve consequences, they may be taken Into ac-
this comparison. count by many agencies In decision-making pro-

Estimates of by-catch rates for Newfound- cesses. 
land and the St. Lawrence exist. They are based The MinIster of Fisheries and Oceans has 
on designed programs of data collection and general powers, under the Fisheries Act, to close 
analysis. Both are based on the Individual and regulate fisheries. Under the Cetacean Pro-
fisherman'S year-round experience as a sam- tectlon Regulations, the minister may take other 
pllng unit. Estimates of total by-catch In both action speclficaily to protect cetaceans. All com-
areas are suspect because of the probable exlst- mercial fisheries for cetaceans have been closed. 

ence of substantial sampllng bias, lack of infor
mation on the population of fishermen, or both. 

For the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a minimum 
reported by-catch of the order of 700 can be 
deduced from questionnaire survey returns. For 
Newfoundland, the minimum reported catch Is 
about 170 for groundfish gilInet. For neither area 
are there population estimates against which to 
evaluate the by-catches. 

SPECIES PRECEDENTS 

Harbor porpoise were once abundant and are 
now very rare In southern Puget Sound, San 
Francisco Bay, and the Baltic Sea (WP 25; Barlow 
and Hanan In press). SIgnificant declines, but of 
lesser magnitude, have been seen In the English 
Channel and In the southern North Sea (WP 25). 



Human factors (including by-catch, directed har
vests, and pollution) have been Implicated as the 
most likely cause for these declines. Given these 
observations, harbor porpoise appearvuinerable 
to human Impacts. Management of this species 
should take this vuInerability Into consideration. 

ECOSYSTEM ROLE 

The U.S. Marine Mammal Protection Act calls 
for populations to be maintained at levels where 
they remain functional elements of the ecosys
tem. The actual trophic level interactions that 
could quantify the functional capacity of harbor 
porpoise were not avallable for the workshop. 
However, the workshop noted that these interac
tions may eventually be described throughout Its 
range. The workshop concluded that, given the 
present estimated or observed population levels 
in the three areas of summer concentration, the 
observed vital rates of individual animals found in 
these areas, and the apparent large biomass of 
avallable prey species for harbor porpoise, the 
species has been able to maintain Itself as a 
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functiOning element of the ecosystem In which It 
lives, notwithstanding the various anthropogenic 
factors that maybe affecting the species/popula
tions adversely. It Is not known whether It has 
been forced to take a reduced role in the ecosys
tem, or has been able to elevate Itself to a larger 
role than It had been In past years. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Noting that the ratio of by-catch mortality to 
population size for harbor porpoise In the Gulf of 
Maine and Bay of Fundy population Is close to the 
maximum allowable take levels suggested by the 
International Whaling Commission Scientific 
Commlttee, and that other removals are known 
to occur, the workshop recommends that the 
level of by-catch be reduced. 

Noting that insufficient Information Is avail
able to assess the Impact of the by-catch of 
harbor porpoise in Newfoundland and the St. 
Lawrence, and given the potential magnitude of 
these by-catches, the workshop recommends 
that surveys of abundance be initiated and 
that estimates of by-catch be improved. 
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Appendix 3: Agenda 

Northeast Atlantic Harbor Porpoise Workshop 
Aquarium Conference Room 

Northeast Fisheries Science Center 
Woods Hole. MA 02543 

May 5 - 8. 1992 

Tuesday. May 5 

9:00 Welcome S. Clark 
(Aquarium Conf. Room) K. Sherman 

9:15 Adoption of Agenda T. Smith 

9:30 

12:00 

1:30 

Terms of Reference 
Structure of Report 
Establishment of Working Groups. Assigning Rapporteurs 

Distribution 
(Aquarium Conf. Room) 

Lunch 

Population Structure Working Group 
(Bigelow 217) 

Vital Rates 
(Aquarium Conference Room) 

Wednesday. May 6 

9:00 Population Size and Trends 
(Ully 103) 

12:00 

1:00 

3:30 

Direct Human Induced Mortality 
(Aquarium Conference Room) 

Lunch 

Continue 

RevIew Reports on Population Structure and Vital Rates 
(Aquarium Conf. Room) 

Thursday. May 7 

9:00 Ecological Relationships 
(Aquarium Conf. Room) 

Indirect Human Effects 
(Aquarium Conf. Room) 



12:00 

1:00 

3:30 

Friday. May 8 

9:00 

10:00 

Lunch 

Review Reports on Population Size and Mortality 
(Aquarium Conf. Room) 
Status of Populations 
(Aquarium Conf. Room) 

Review Reports on Ecological Relationships. and Indirect Mortality and 
Status of Populations 
(Aquarium Conf. Room) 

Infonnation Needs and Research Plans 
(Aquarium Conf. Room) 
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TableAl. Working Group (WG) definitions 

WGNo. Title 

1 Population StnIcture 

2 Vital Rates 

3 Population Size and Trends 
In Abundance 

4 By-Catch Levels 

Charge 

Develop a set of hypotheses about the population stnIcture of 
harbor porpoise In eastern North America and IdentllY key data 
needed to discriminate among them. 

Review the technical detalls and determlne the most lJkely 
range of values for the intrinsic rate of Increase for harbor 
porpoise. as might be observed under optimal conditions. 

Review the technical detalls and determine the most lJkely 
estimates of abundance for the northern Gulf ofMalne and Bay 
of Fundy during the summer. and for other areas as Informa
tion Is avaIlable. 

Review the technical detaIls and determlne the most lJkely 
estimates of by-catch In the Gulf of Malne. and In other areas 
as infonnatlon 1s aVailable. 

Table A2. Assignment of workshop participants to working groups 

Participant 

Barlow 
Blsack 

Brodie 

BrodzIak 

BUl'llI:UllIl-------------

Caswell 

Gilbert 

Kraus 

Kingsley 

Mayo 

Palka 

Payne 

Read 

Rosel 

Rosenberg 

Smith 

Stenson 

Wang 

Population 
Structure 

-------

C 

R 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

I X-member. C-chatr. R-rapporteur 

Working Group.' 

Vital 
Rate. 

X 
X 
X 
R 

c---------------
C 

X 

X 

Population 
Size and Trend. 

C 

------_X--___ 

X 

X 

R 

R 

X 

B7-Catch 
Level 

X 
X 
X 

----------

X 

X 
X 

X 

C 

R 

-------
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Table AI. Working Group (WG) definitions 

WGNo. Title 

I Population Structure 

2 Vital Rates 

3 Population Size and Trends 
In Abundance 

4 By-Catch Levels 

Cbar.e 

Develop a set of hypotheses about the population structure of 
harbor porpoise In eastern North America and Ident:llY key data 
needed to discriminate among them. 

Review the technical detaJIs and detennine the most likely 
range of values for the intrinsic rate of Increase for harbor 
porpoise. as might be observed under optimal conditions. 

RevIew the technical detaJIs and determine the most likely 
estimates of abundance for the northern Gulf of Maine and Bay 
of Fllndy during the summer. and for other areas as Informa
tion Is available. 

Review the technical detaJIs and detennine the most likely 
estimates of by-catch In the Gulf of Maine. and In other areas 
as Information Is available. 

------------------ --------- --- -------- -- ------- ----- --

TableA2. Assignment of workshop participants to working groups 

Participant 

Barlow 
Blsack 
Brodie 
BrodzIak 

Burnham 
Caswell 
Gilbert 

Kraus 
Kingsley 
Mayo 
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Payne 
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Rosel 
Rosenberg 

Smith 
Stenson 

\yang 

Population 
Structure 

C 

R 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

I X-member, C-cha1r. R-rappor1:.eur 

Workinll Groupe' 

Vital 
Rate. 

X 
X 
X 
R 

C 

X 

X 

Population 
Size IUld Trend. 

C 

X 

X 

X 

R 

R 

X 

By-Catch 
Le"el 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

C 

R 
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Table AI. Working Group (WG) definitions 

WGNo. Title 

I Population Structure 

2 Vital Rates 

3 Population Size and Trends 
In Abundance 

4 By-Catch Levels 

Charge 

Develop a set of hypotheses about the population structure of 
harbor porpoise In eastern North America and Identify key data 
needed to discrlminate among them. 

Review the technical details and detennlne the most likely 
range of values for the intrinsic rate of increase for harbor 
porpoise. as might be observed under optimal conditions. 

Review the technical details and detennlne the most likely 
estimates of abundance for the northern Gulf of Maine and Bay 
of Fundy during the sununer, and for other areas as infonna
tion Is available. 

Review the technical details and detennlne the most likely 
estbnates of by-catch In the Gulf of Maine. and In other areas 
as infonnatlon is available. 

TableA2. Asslgmnent of workshop participants to working groups 

Participant 

Barlow 
Blsack 
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Brodzlak 

Burnham 

Caswell 
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Kraus 
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Read 
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Rosenberg 
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Wang 
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Structure 

C 

R 
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X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

1 X-member, C-chair. R-rapporteur 

Working Groups' 

Vital 
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X 
X 
X 
R 

C 

X 

X 
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Size and Trends 

C 

X 
X 

X 

R 

R 

X 

By-catch 
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X 
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X 
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